Kappa Alpha Theta
to begin rush in fall
By Irene C. Kao
The Zeta Mu Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta will become the fourth Panhellenic sorority at MIT during the 1990-91 school year. Rush will begin two weeks after R.O.D., and the date of installation is set for February 23, 1991, according to Sue Blais- Shears, grand vice-president of Development for Kappa Alpha Theta.
MIT needs another sorority because the existing three are getting too large, said Sallie Israels '91, president of the Panhellenic Council. She expressed hope that the size of the three groups, each of which has about 90 sisters, will eventually decrease after Kappa Alpha Theta comes on campus.
"When a sorority is that big, it is difficult [to maintain cohesiveness] without housing," she noted.
In 1989, 254 women attended sorority open houses, up from 212 in 1988. Ninety-nine bids were extended in 1989, compared with 56 in 1988 (when there were only two sororities).
We don't want the number of women pledging sororities only once half the number rushing, Israels said.
Kappa Alpha Theta and Sigma Kappa, the third sorority installed at MIT, were chosen two years ago by the InterFraternity Council Expansion Committee to join the school's Panhellenic Council. At that time, the committee decided that Sigma Kappa should join first.
"The two sororities were chosen because they have strong national reputations and were felt to be in tune with the feeling at MIT," Israels said.
(Please turn to page 2)

Fake GSL cancellations upset upgaro
By Reuven M. Lerner
Hundreds of students received third-rate notices earlier this week falsely telling them that their Guaranteed Student Loans had been revoked. A group calling itself "Hack Away Incorporated," or hiring an attorney. The letter to The Tech said that "we care how students deal with financial problems," "Their minds should be on their academic pursuits," she added.
MIT needs another sorority because the existing three are getting too large, said Sallie Israels '91, president of the Panhellenic Council. She expressed hope that the size of the three groups, each of which has about 90 sisters, will eventually decrease after Kappa Alpha Theta comes on campus.
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In 1989, 254 women attended sorority open houses, up from 212 in 1988. Ninety-nine bids were extended in 1989, compared with 56 in 1988 (when there were only two sororities).
We don't want the number of women pledging sororities only once half the number rushing, Israels said.
Kappa Alpha Theta and Sigma Kappa, the third sorority installed at MIT, were chosen two years ago by the InterFraternity Council Expansion Committee to join the school's Panhellenic Council. At that time, the committee decided that Sigma Kappa should join first.
"The two sororities were chosen because they have strong national reputations and were felt to be in tune with the feeling at MIT," Israels said.
(Please turn to page 2)

Apartheid foe cautious about reforms
By Niel S. Denzi
Black Students at MIT are "pre-
pared to forget the past" and en-
gage in negotiations on the coun-
try's future with the white-
dominated government, accord-
ning to an official of a major anti- apartheid organization. But he warned that significant changes will remain to be cleared before such negotiations can begin.
One problem that Patrick Leoka, publicity secretary of the United Democratic Front, speci-

ized Wednesday in a speech at MIT's Kasting Theater, is the question of political prisoners and release.
South African President F. W. de Klerk last week lifted a 30-
year ban on the African National Congress and other groups, and promised to release certain politi-
cal prisoners, including Nelson Mandela. But de Klerk said that only those convicted of commit-
ing political offenses, and not crimes like murder or terrorism, would be freed. And only ex-
iled members of the ANC and the other groups not charged with crimes would be allowed to return to South Africa.
Leoka maintained that all po-

tical prisoners must be released and all exiles allowed to return before the ANC and UDF will sit down with the government.
Aids carried out in the course of political process are different in a charity, from ordinary crimes, Leoka said. For ex-
ample, someone who kills by plan-
ing a bomb in the path of a secu-

ity police vehicle should not be treated the same as someone who kills during a robbery, he explained.
De Klerk also suspended South
(Please turn to page 2)

Richard B. Adler
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Professor Richard B. Adler '43 died Tuesday morning after he was hit by a car while jogging in Concord. He was 67.
According to Lieutenant Robert Foster of the Concord Police, Adler was fatally injured shortly before 6 am on Sudbury Road. He was flown by helicopter to the University of Massachusetts Medical Center in Worcester, where he died at about 8:30 am.
Adler was fatally injured shortly before 6 am on Sudbury Road.
A remembrance service will be held at 2 pm Monday, Feb.

The letter from HA! implies that this would not affect the group's fi-

cial activity. They wrote that they "plan to change the amount of hacking that takes place on campus.
Picardi was "distressed" to see "so many students so upset" about the mailing, and said that "we care how students deal with financial problems." "Their minds should be on their academic pursuits," she added.
MIT needs another sorority because the existing three are getting too large, said Sallie Israels '91, president of the Panhellenic Council. She expressed hope that the size of the three groups, each of which has about 90 sisters, will eventually decrease after Kappa Alpha Theta comes on campus.
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New sorority will rush this fall

(Continued from page 1)

Marcia Bond, executive director of Alpha Phi Theta's national organization, would agree to a leadership change in that a large number of groups would rush this fall to attract new members:

"We want to support the cause of the new leaders. They are faced with a very difficult task to gain the support of the membership of the sorority and to make the organization a viable entity in the university community."

She explained that the reasons for the rush are due to the demands and expectations of the university community. The sorority has been facing financial difficulties, and the need for new members is critical for the organization's survival. The rush will provide an opportunity for the new leaders to demonstrate their leadership skills and gain the support of the membership. The rush will also provide an opportunity for the university community to support the sorority's cause and contribute to its success. The rush will be a significant event in the history of Alpha Phi Theta, and it will provide an opportunity for the organization to rebuild and regain its strength. Alpha Phi Theta is one of the oldest sororities in the country, and it is important to support its cause and contribute to its success. The rush will be a significant event in the history of Alpha Phi Theta, and it will provide an opportunity for the organization to rebuild and regain its strength. Alpha Phi Theta is one of the oldest sororities in the country, and it is important to support its cause and contribute to its success. The rush will be a significant event in the history of Alpha Phi Theta, and it will provide an opportunity for the organization to rebuild and regain its strength.
Soviet leaders support multi-party system

The Communist Party Central Committee voted Wednesday to do away with Article 35, the part of the Soviet constitution which guarantees communists a leading role. In doing so, the committee followed the lead of many Eastern European countries where, one by one, communist parties have given up their legal guarantees of political control. Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze described the actions of the committee as a move towards a "human and democratic society."

Secretary of State James A. Baker III, who is in Moscow for talks with Soviet leaders, said he said Shevardnadze made progress toward new arms-control agreements in the two days of talks which ended yesterday. There was action toward treaties to curb long-range nuclear weapons and conventional weapons and to ban chemical weapons, according to US officials in Moscow. And a Soviet foreign ministry spokesman said there was talk that both nations may issue a joint condemnation of Israel's settlement policies.

Apartheid supporters seek de Klerk's removal

Several anti-apartheid groups, including the African National Congress, announced last week by de Klerk, including the members of the Conservative Party are dismayed by the recent developments. Soviet constitution which guarantees communism and to ban chemical weapons, according to US officials in Moscow. And a Soviet foreign ministry spokesman said there was talk that both nations may issue a joint condemnation of Israel's settlement policies.

Property taxes may rise

More than 30 communities have banded together in an effort to raise property taxes by four percent. The suburban Coalition wants to hike the property taxes in order to fund local services. The proposed increase would be 4 percent, the same increase as in last year's budget. The Coalition's proposal is also aimed at lowering town meetings to vote on local issues. The Coalition claims it should have more say in what it calls "inefficient" community budget. For example, the Coalition would like to see more efficient use of state lottery revenues and personal income taxes. Proposals to increase property taxes to raise money for schools and local services have been proposed in several communities. The Coalition says that if officials put off the release of Mandela, people will wonder if South Africa really intends to let Mandela go.

Oil spills threaten environment

California beach, wildlife

The weather has cooperated with crews working to clean a mile-long oil spill off the coast of Huntington Beach in southern California. The spill occurred Wednesday when a tanker's hull was punched and thousands of gallons of heavy, Alaskan crude oil spilled into the sea. The clean up began just as Congress tried to campaign for oil spill legislation. The House and Senate are trying to work out differences on a bill that would put tighter controls on oil tankers and make certain that those who pollute pay for the clean-up.

Bush warns against sudden cuts in defense research

President Bush, visiting a main center of research for the Strategic Defense Initiative, said such a missile defense shield would make the US more secure. The President continued his campaign for his defense spending plans, he told a San Francisco audience that the US continues to spend more than it needs for defense. The US cannot plan its own defense around the missiles of the yet unfulfilled hopes for the future, he added.

Bush "cynical"

Bush has expressed his dismay that the values of CBS News have been called into question and offers his "cynical" apologies to anyone who took offense at the remarks. The remarks, he made in a television special. On the show, Bush said "I can give up, I can give up. I can give up, but I can't give up."

Rooney makes racial remarks

CBS News President David Burke, who took the action because of racial remarks attributed to him in The Advocate. The Los Angeles-based magazine quoted him as saying that "most people are born with equal intelligence. But blacks have watered down their genes because the less intelligent ones are the ones that have the most children." Rooney was quoted as saying "they drop out of school early, do drugs and get pregnant.
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Weather

A spring preview

The prevailing southwestern flow continues to bring spring-like conditions to the New England area. A developing storm over Ontario (and an associated cold front) will bring rain to our area Friday and Saturday. Temperatures will fall slightly on Sunday, but remain above normal for the beginning of next week.

Friday: Increasing clouds in the afternoon. Highs near 54°F (12°C).

Friday night: Rain developing. Lows 42-44°F (5-7°C). Southwesterly winds continue, gusting to 25 mph.

Saturday: Mostly cloudy with showers ending in the morning. Highs near 42°F (6°C). Precipitation continues. Temperatures will fall slightly on Sunday, but remain above normal for the beginning of next week.

Friday: Increasing clouds in the afternoon. Highs near 54°F (12°C).

Friday night: Rain developing. Lows 42-44°F (5-7°C). Southwesterly winds continue, gusting to 25 mph.

Saturday: Mostly cloudy with showers ending in the morning. Highs near 42°F (6°C). Precipitation continues. Temperatures will fall slightly on Sunday, but remain above normal for the beginning of next week.

Compiled by Linda D'Angelo
George Bush has proclaimed that the survival of Mikhail Gorbachev is in the best interest of the United States. In a Wall Street Journal interview and other public forums Bush spoke of his admiration for Gorbachev's accomplishments and openly hoped for his success. The visible part of this attitude shows in the Administration's support for arms control agreements and opening trade. The Soviet Union is not an "evil empire" in today's White House.

Some prominent voices oppose the favor being granted to the Soviets. Conservatives point out that the USSR has more nuclear capability than when Gorbachev took power, and that hard-line Communists might destroy the leadership. There is significant evidence that they have tried.

The arguments against cutting US defenses and cooperating with the Soviet Union concentrate on the need to protect ourselves against the traditional Communist threat. True, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is not a reform club, nor is eternal friendship with the Americans part of its revised platform. The Soviet Union, under Communist leadership, still poses a threat to the US, but to a lesser degree than before Gorbachev.

However, Americans should be aware of the possibilities that are worse than going back to the Cold War. The current situation is highly unstable. The Baltic states are mediating the fighting between the Azerbaijanis and Armenians. Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia are militarily expelling the Soviet garrisons in their countries. Ethnic Russians, the most reliable base of the Soviet government, are undermining the last Czar and refusing to let their sons be called up by Army reserves. These are the problems that Gorbachev is facing.

Seventy-five years ago America refused to support a government in Russia out of dislike for its internal behavior. Woodrow Wilson delayed our entry into WWI partly to avoid an alliance with Russia. The old regime was primitive, repressive, brutal, and poor. Very few Americans thought a worse government could take its place. Many welcomed the Bolshevik takeover as a tremendous stride forward.

Stalin crushed that idealistic vision. He starred millions of people to death to get the capital for his industrialization schemes. More millions went to labor camps for political offenses. Soviet sociologists concede that Stalin's slide stops and the Soviet people's living standards have not yet recovered. Stalin need not have created slave labor camps for political offenses. Soviet sociologists concede that Stalin's slide stops and the Soviet people's living standards have not yet recovered. Stalin need not have created slave labor camps for political offenses. Soviet sociologists concede that Stalin's slide stops and the Soviet people's living standards have not yet recovered.

The best thing to hope for is the success of glasnost and perestroika. The Soviets would gradually evolve into a market-oriented democracy more compatible with consuming than watching out for foreign threats. This can only happen if the current slide stops and the Soviet people's living standards improve. If they keep getting worse the people will be eager to support new proposals, whether for secession or massacres screaming "kill the Jews."

The United States government can't just concentrate on "winning the Cold War." We have to think about what will be the place of the current situation, and try to avoid the worst possibilities while making the best. Right now we should think again on the Soviet economy through arms agreements and trade. This may not increase the USSR's ability to attack America. It increases the chances of its people becoming so fat and lazy that they'll have no reason to defend. Our best defense is to keep the Soviets more pleasant, and the more prosperous they become the less rich in arms.

President Bush seems to have the basic idea down right.
Democracy must protect minority opinions

I feel compelled to respond to Bob Newman's criticism ("Pro-life Support Creates Surprise," Feb. 6), since it appears to endorse an ethic I find troubling. As I was not one of the "whopping eight people" he claimed attended the March for Life from MIT, and in light of the fact that I certainly was there, I would suggest to him that he should not count people he never saw. More distressing to me, however, after enduring the personal affront, was his apparent assertion that majority consent implies a right to dilute constitutional guarantees.

I cannot dispute that the pro-abortion rally demonstrated more support than ours; the core of activities in attendance was, if the press and police can be trusted, significantly larger; however, the question of legitimacy of the opinion remains.

The difficulty is best considered by recalling an old fragment of American history: Some sixty percent of our Founding Fathers' contemporaries were either loyal to the king or apathetic about the American Revolution. If this can be accepted, the natural question that arises is whether our revolution was immoral for imposing its will upon others, or justified because it was backed by a universal truth (i.e., that man is essentially selfish and must be protected from himself by the institutionalization of certain "alienable rights"). The answer would seem to suggest that our laws are predicated upon a belief that freedom, which can be legislated, must be tempered by conscience, which can not.

With this in mind, it is easy to see that our jurisprudence demands reconsideration. Clearly, it is not only the Supreme Court's right, but also its obligation to protect human life—regardless of public opinion. On behalf of all "eight" of us, then, I would urge Mr. Newman to refrain from uneasy and necessarily shallow condemnation of our beliefs. It is neither warranted, nor appreciated—and it leaves him open to criticism, should he ever expose what is perceived to be a minority opinion on an issue of conscience.

Daniel J. Green '92

Bursar denounces cruel prank

I am writing to let you know about a "hack" which has occurred. Someone (unknown) has sent out letters to students, on occupied Bursar's office letterhead, informing them that their loans have been cancelled and this "further documentation...will be forwarded upon request of attorney." The Bursar's office has sent no such letters. They are fraudulent, and the Campus Police and Dean's Office are investigating. Students are very upset (some panic-stricken) about this. We have received about 500 telephone calls and visits in the last 24 hours. This is a very cruel hack, not funny at all. If students have received such letters they should ignore them.

Shirley Picardi
Bursar

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1990
M.I.T. ASHDOWN HOUSE
HULSIZER DINING RM
305 MASS AVE, CAMBRIDGE

Shabbat dinner served at 6:45 p.m.
Dinner reservations due Feb. 8
Call 253-3967
Dr. Daniel Sinclair lectures on Jewish law at Tel Aviv University & the Tikvah Institute in Jerusalem

M. I. T. HULSIZER DINING RM
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1990
8:30 p.m.
M.I.T. ASHDOWN HOUSE

This program is made possible by the Jacob Abelow Endowment on Ethics of the Khan Practitioner Foundation.
Sponsored by M.I.T. Hulsid

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1990
10:00 AM
AGA KHAN PROGRAM FOR ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE
Massachusetts Institute of Technology announces a
1990 SUMMER TRAVEL GRANT PROGRAM
for the Study of Islamic Architecture
DEADLINE: March 1, 1990

A limited number of research, field work, and internship opportunities open to graduate students at Harvard and M.I.T. Applicants must be currently enrolled and planning to re-register in the fall of 1990 (degree candidates not eligible).

For complete guidelines, please contact: The Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture, M.I.T. 24-109, Cambridge, MA 02139 (617-253-2149)
The Coop’s Valentine Check List Of Gifts That Say “I Love You”

Gifted Ideas For Women!

Women’s Heirloom-Look Lockets. $16
Romantic heart or circle of love by 1928 in gold or silver toned metal on black silk cord.

Women’s 100% Silk Scarves. $15.99
Beautiful looks at beautiful savings. Comp. Value $28

Women’s Poly Chiffon Scarves. $8.99
32” by 32” square of sheer enchantment. Comp. Value $15

Women’s 100% Silk Noile Dresses. $99.99
An elegant way to dress up for Spring. Comp. Value $100

Women’s Broadcloth Shirts. $19.99
Luxurious 100% cotton short sleeve shirts. Reg. $28

Women’s Fly Front Twill Skirts. $19.99
Belted cotton and polyester blend skirts. Comp. $30


Gift With Purchase!
Receive 8.5oz. Anais Anais Parfum Concentrate & Fabric Pouch With Any Anais Anais Purchase of $24 Or More.

SAVE 25%
ALL Teddies, Garter Belts, Panty & Camisoles!

Gifts For The Men In Your Life!

Men’s Valentine T-Shirt With “Wild Passionate Heart”. $15
Men’s Garfield® Valentine Boxer Shorts By Jockey®. $8
Men’s “Thief Of Hearts” Musical Bikini Briefs. $8
Men’s Boxed Heart Print Boxer Shorts. $8
Men’s “My Funny Valentine” Briefs. $6
Men’s Argyle Heart & Double Heart Socks. $5 pr.
Men’s Heart Printed Neckties By Rivetz Of Boston. $16.50
Men’s Wallets By Rolfs. $12-$32

Men’s Valentine Red Bow Ties & Cummerbunds. Ties, $6 Cummerbunds, $12

Gifts Your House Will Love, Too!

Royal Leerdam, Luminara & Claudia Champage Flutes. set of 4 $12-$20
Pretty Vases For Her Valentine Flowers. $5-$28
Pillowcases That Say “I Love You.” $6.99 each
Cuddly Plush Animals. $15-$60
5X7 Storage Box Frames In Brass & Silver Plate. $14.99-$15.99

Photo Albums, Romantic Diaries & Journals
From C. R. Gibson. $6-$9
All Regularly Priced Opera On Tape Or CD. SAVE 20%
All Unframed Exhibit Posters. SAVE 20%
Choose From A Romantic Variety Of Love Stories
In Hardcover & Paperback.
Make The Coop Your Romance Headquarters
For Valentine Cards & Candies, Too.

Register To Win
Dozens Of Delightful Valentine Gifts!

No purchase necessary. Just use the entry blank in this ad or come into your favorite Coop and register to win. Drawing will be held February 14th, 1990, at 9:30 AM. You do not have to be present to win. One gift in each category will be given away at Harvard Square, MIT Coop at Kendall, Longwood Coop and Downtown.

¢ 2. Liz Claiborne Fragrance Gift Sets, or in our Downtown store, $35 worth of Hanes Hosey.
¢ 3. Compait Discs From Polygram.
¢ 5. Contessa Handbags. Value $28
¢ 7. Reebok Fleece Sweat Shirts. Value $38
¢ 8. CoopAsher Dress Socks For Men. Value $95
¢ 9. Women’s 100% Cotton Sweatshirts By Pendleton In A Red Lover’s Argyle Pattern. Value $79
¢ 10. Men’s Long Sleeve 100% Cotton Red Polka Dot Shirt. Value $79
¢ 11. Dolceau “Hotel De Ville” Posters. Value $44.90
¢ 12. Two Pound Candy Covered Heart. Value $31.95
¢ 13. Dinners for 2 at Legal Sea Food, Value $50 each couple
¢ 14. Dinners for 2 at Harvard Restaurant, Value $50 each couple

REGISTER TO WIN A SPECIAL VALENTINE FROM THE COOP!
Name________________________
Address________________________
City________________ State_________ Zip________
Home Phone________________________
Business Phone________________________

Bring this entry blank into any Coop Store.
Whitehead will name director soon

(Continued from page 1) began in October after current director David Baltimore '61 announced he would be leaving the Whitehead Institute to take over as president of Rockefeller University in New York City in July. Baltimore has been the director of the Whitehead Institute since it was first established eight years ago. His departure, although not a surprise, was viewed with regret by members of the Whitehead Institute.

"Our first father is leaving. It is of course a sad moment," said Francis E. Low, a physics professor and Whitehead trustee. "It is also a moment of anxiety. Some things will surely be different in the future. But I believe the Institute will continue to grow and to continue to succeed."

Low, a member of the search committee, believed the key to the future success of Whitehead depended on finding a new leader with the right personality.

"We must have a distinguished scientist. Someone who will have vision and the ability to effectively lead and help people and find consensus within the Institute," said Low.

The Whitehead search committee, run by John Sowhill, who is also head of the Whitehead board, began its search process began by petitioning for suggestions from Whitehead faculty and staff and from members of related MIT departments. Baltimore was also assiduously fostered as a possible choice for the vacant position.

"He seemed very interested in the position," said David F. Noble, who wrote an article about the Whitehead search committee in the March 25 Nation. Noble has claimed that his refusal to be named as the new director was given by Whitehead's board in order to foster the image of a new director with the required vision and consensus within the Institute.

The Whitehead search committee would not make any official statement on who the successor might be. According to one Whitehead faculty member, Gerald R. Fink, Whitehead members were not directly involved in the selection process. The committee was not given any idea who the new director will be. "Fummers range across the continent, but none of us have been let in on the actual selection," he said.

The committee did, however, narrow the possibilities a bit. The search began as an international one but now is said to be strictly domestic.

Any outside candidate approved by Whitehead's board will have to face a tenure review, as Whitehead's director must be a tenured faculty member.

Development of the Whitehead Institute at MIT was proposed in 1981 by billionaire industrialist Edwin Whitehead. The final agreement stated that Whitehead would provide direction to MIT's biotechnological research with an annual $20 million donation for 20 years. In return, MIT promised to match Whitehead's gift with $5 million annually up to $100 million upon the death of Whitehead. Many MIT faculty members were critical of the Whitehead agreement. Most notable of these was former Associate Professor David F. Noble, who wrote an article in the Feb. 6, 1982 edition of The Nation expressing his criticism.

Noble has claimed that his tenure at Whitehead was based on this publicized opposition of MIT's decision. The ongoing court battle concerning this matter has yet to go to trial.

The Tech

Drop by W20-483 any Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, or Thursday night this spring!

Harvard-Epworth United Methodist Church
1555 Massachusetts Ave.

Sunday Worship: 9 and 11am
Undegrad Forum: 9:30 PM

Grand PROGRAMMER
NEEDED

FLEXIBLE HOURS

Disarmament research center seeks
programmer (exp. in IBM Co.) for short,
part-time work. Approx. 10
weeks, $15/hr, set your own
hours. Contact Alaina Smith, Inst.
for Defense & Disarmament
Studies, 764-8156.

Harvard-Epworth United Methodist Church
1555 Massachusetts Ave.

Sunday Worship: 9 and 11am
Undegrad Forum: 9:30 PM

Earn while you learn.

Manpower is looking for students interested in earning great pay — plus commissions. We offer flexible hours. And valuable training and business experience. Plus free use of a personal computer.

If you're a full-time student, Sophomore or above, with at least a B average and are computer familiar, Manpower needs you as a COLLECTOR/RP to promote the sales of the IBM Personal System 2 on campus.

For experience that pays, call today.

MANPOWER

For information, call (617) 864-8716

Humphrey @ 225-8716

Ralph J. Galante

ESTABLISHED 1894

AUTOMOBILES 
TRUCKS 
CYCLES

HOMEOWNERS 
PERSONAL ARTICLES 
BUSINESS 
LIFE 
THEFT

GUARDIANSHIP

MENTAL ILLNESS

1939 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
OPEN EVERY 8-5 SAT.

864-5586

PREMIUM FINANCING AVAILABLE

IBM P.C. COMPATIBLES

$1099

$1499

$779

$1499
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We have your “Social Security” Card.

It’s a Cambridge Savings Bank ATM

Card. With it, you get the security of
quick, convenient banking and instant
cash for your social and other personal
needs. CSB offers low service fees on
NOW Accounts, so come open one and
apply for your ATM Card.

We have ATMs at our offices in Harvard
Square, Porter Square Shopping Center,
Kendall Square, and Belmont Center.

You’ll also have the security of
knowing that you can use it to check
your account balance, as well as access
X-Press 24 CASHO at thousands
of locations.

Cambridge Savings Bank

Member FDIC/DIF

Just right for you.

For information, call (617) 864-8700

Harvard Sq., Kendall Sq., Porter Sq. (Mass. Ave.), Porter Sq. Shopping Center, Belmont Center
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この十年間、金融の世界
は大きな変革を遂げました
バンカーズ、トラスト社はこ
の変革に機敏に対応することに
より、競争の激化する国際金融の
舞台でトップグループの地位を確立
してきました。

我々の幅広い顧客層、充実した資本力、そ
して何よりも優秀な人材によるチームプレー
は、こうした変革をむしろ好機と捉え次々と
新たなビジネスを創造してきたのです。個々
人の想像力により変化をオホーチュミティへ
と捉えてゆくことができる組織がバンカーズ
トラストです。

我々は現在東京でのコーポレート・ファイナ
ンス、セールス＆トレーディングの各分野で
有能な人材を必要としています
自らの将来を自力で切り開こうとしてい
る貴方、今バンカーズトラストのチー
ムに加わりませんか？
**Discuss Your Future With General Electric**

**Who?**
BS and MS candidates in electrical engineering, computer science, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering, and nuclear engineering.

**What?**
The General Electric Technical Recruiting Team will be conducting campus interviews at the Placement Office for challenging career opportunities within one of the most diversified companies in the world. Contact the Placement Office to schedule an interview with one of our technical managers. Various entry level alternatives are available, such as:
• Edison Engineering Program
• Manufacturing Management Program
• Chemical-Metallurgical Management Program
• Software Technology Program
• Individualized Direct Placement

Opportunities exist in such fields as:
• Artificial Intelligence
• Expert Systems
• VLSI
• Robotics
• CAD/CAM/CAM
• Computer Graphics
• Plastics
• Metallurgy
• Ceramics
• Software Engineering
• Signal Processing
• Controls

For more information on these programs and the major business areas available, refer to the General Electric file located in your placement office.

**When and Where?**
February 15th and 16th in the Placement Office.

**What else?**
Signups commenced Tuesday, February 6th.

**The future is working at General Electric**

*An equal opportunity employer*
They called him Master.

We call him Project Manager.

Oracle is the world's fastest growing software company and largest supplier of database software. We provide total systems solutions through database, tools, applications and services. Oracle products are portable over 60 machine environments... and you can work on them all!

Ojas' rare ability to easily vanquish complex problems earned him admiration when he became a chess champion in grade school. Ojas' intelligence, drive and uncommon insistence on doing everything well have made him one of our outstanding project managers. But employees like Ojas aren't all rare to us. He's one of the many recent university hires we value at Oracle.

We've doubled our revenues in eleven of our twelve fiscal years (the other year we grew 91%). We've virtually doubled our people each year as well. And the individual contributions of our employees are the source of our success. At Oracle you'll work with the best and brightest with vision and a personal commitment to excellence.

We are recruiting for positions in Development, Marketing, Technical Support, Consulting, International and other areas. To join our unparalleled team of super-achievers, contact your placement office, send your resume to Jonathan Kraft, or call Jonathan at (415) 510-3087.

Oracle Corporation, Recruiting, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Hogwood leads empty performances of Beethoven works

HANDEL & HAYDN SOCIETY
Conducted by Christopher Hogwood.
Piano soloist, Melvyn Tan.
Works by Beethoven and Rossini.
Symphony Hall, Feb. 8 and 11.

BY JONATHAN RICHMOND

LAST NIGHT'S CONCERT convinced me more than ever that Christopher Hogwood should be booted out of town. True, the opener, Rossini's Overture to Il Barbiere di Siviglia, was stylishly done, deftly and with wit. But the Beethoven which followed was dull, dull, dull. And, worse, it was unmusical.

No performance of Beethoven has a chance of succeeding if the conductor doesn't understand the role of rhythm in Beethoven's music. Hogwood's reading of the Symphony No. 2 betrayed an emphasis on maintaining the tempo indicated on the score and an ignorance of the structural elements that hold the symphony together as a whole.

Larghetto was no element of Beethoven present — it was just plain empty. The third movement had its pleasant, if facile, touches, but the concluding Allegro molto pointed at most directly at the sheer lack of discipline in the playing and the lack of leadership from the conductor directing it. Without proper control, the movement became no more than a noodle-spectacle and an exhausting mush. Without any inkling of a pulse, the patience was dead.

Tan certainly has a remarkable technique, although the impression he often gives is of a mouse scurrying about on a bed of nails. But there is no emotion to his playing, no variety, and no evidence that he has thought about how the work fits together as a whole.

Tan's monochromatic view of Beethoven precludes the exploitation and development of tensions. There was no sense of climax at Tan's arrival at the opening of the last movement, just more mechanical showing off.

Some of the sounds he made were certainly pretty (although others were jagged). But the "Emperor" is no effeminate work. Even if Tan was using an early instrument typical of the type available at Beethoven's time (and less powerful than a modern concert grand), the composer would have forbidden at hearing his powerful harmonics crushed and his modem-rhythms suppressed by the type of chauvinistic audience was forced to endure last night.

As to Hogwood's hand, it gracefully beamed its way through the piece sounding, in fact, as if its conductor couldn't care less. A disgrace.

Hogwood's treatment of the Larghetto would do nicely as shopping mall music. But there was no element of Beethoven present — it was just plain empty. The third movement had its pleasant, if facile, touches, but the concluding Allegro molto pointed at most directly at the sheer lack of discipline in the playing and the lack of leadership from the conductor directing it. Without proper control, the movement became no more than a noodle-spectacle and an exhausting mush. Without any inkling of a pulse, the patience was dead.

The concert ended with Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 5, "Emperor." It was played by Melvyn Tan, a pianist who seems able to play the notes, but not the music.

Hogwood, of course, as a stickler for what he claims are Beethoven's tempi but, when his players are incapable of playing at such speeds without their sound coalescing into a goop of mud, he should realize that such heavy-handed pedantry has no point.

The first movement of the symphony sounded formless and, despite its speed, especially confounding, Hogwood allowed tempi to shift when the going became just too hard. If a conductor is going to insist on maintaining ludicrous tempi, they should at least be consistently maintained. Shifting tempi mid-movement destroys any concept of structure the work might otherwise have.

Hogwood's treatment of the Larghetto would do nicely as shopping mall music. But there was no element of Beethoven present — it was just plain empty. The third movement had its pleasant, if facile, touches, but the concluding Allegro molto pointed at most directly at the sheer lack of discipline in the playing and the lack of leadership from the conductor directing it. Without proper control, the movement became no more than a noodle-spectacle and an exhausting mush. Without any inkling of a pulse, the patience was dead.

The concert ended with Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 5, "Emperor." It was played by Melvyn Tan, a pianist who seems able to play the notes, but not the music.

Tan certainly has a remarkable technique, although the impression he often gives is of a mouse scurrying about on a bed of nails. But there is no emotion to his playing, no variety, and no evidence that he has thought about how the work fits together as a whole.

Tan's monochromatic view of Beethoven precludes the exploitation and development of tensions. There was no sense of climax at Tan's arrival at the opening of the last movement, just more mechanical showing off.

Some of the sounds he made were certainly pretty (although others were jagged). But the "Emperor" is no effeminate work. Even if Tan was using an early instrument typical of the type available at Beethoven's time (and less powerful than a modern concert grand), the composer would have forbidden at hearing his powerful harmonics crushed and his modern-rhythms suppressed by the type of chauvinistic audience was forced to endure last night.

As to Hogwood's hand, it gracefully beamed its way through the piece sounding, in fact, as if its conductor couldn't care less. A disgrace.

For undergraduates interested in the new MINOR programs in Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences (HASS) contact the appropriate field office:

Anthropology/Archaeology ........................................ 20B-131 .......... 3-3065
Economics ................................................................. E52-380 .......... 3-0951
Foreign Languages ..................................................... 14N-307 .......... 3-4771
French German Russian Spanish
History ................................................................. E51-210 .......... 3-4965
Literature ............................................................... 14N-409 .......... 3-3581
Music ................................................................. 14N-207 .......... 3-3210
Political Science ..................................................... E53-460 .......... 3-3649
Philosophy .............................................................. 20D-213 .......... 3-4141
Psychology ............................................................ E10-008 .......... 3-0280
Science, Technology, and Society ................................ E51-128 .......... 3-0457
Women's Studies ..................................................... 14E-316 .......... 3-8844
Writing ................................................................. 14E-303 .......... 3-7894

For general information contact the HASS Information Office 14N-408, x3-4441.
Thursday, February 22

- meet with Hughes
- Student Center
- West Lounge
- bring 4 resumes

Interview Sign-Up and Information Day

Make a date to get to know us on February 22nd. Drop by between 9:00am and 2:00pm and we'll tell you what's on the horizon at Hughes Aircraft Company, and we'll answer any questions you may have.

Meet representatives from our different organizations and present your resume to those that interest you.

Interviews will be scheduled for February 23rd.

We're seeking qualified graduates in:
- Electrical Engineering
- Computer Science
- Applied Math
- Mechanical Engineering
- Physics
- Aeronautical Engineering
- Material Science

We want you to have all the information you need to make one of the most important decisions of your life.

Hughes Aircraft Company is an equal opportunity employer. Proof of U.S. citizenship is required for most positions.

Creativity
America depends on.
Anderson again shows keen eye with Strange Angels

STRANGE ANGELS
by Laurie Anderson.
Warner Brothers Records.

By MARK ROBERTS

T H E  R E L E A S E  A T  T H E  E N D  o f  l a s t  y e a r  o f  a  n e w  a l b u m  b y  L a u r i e  A n d e r s o n  a n d  h e r  f i r s t  a l b u m,  B r o o k l i n e  H e a r t b r e a t h ,  h a s  b e e n  a n  o c c a s i o n  f o r  s o m e  e x c i t e m e n t .  T h e  w o m a n  w h o  f i r s t  a c h i e v e d  w i d e  a c k n o w l e d g e m e n t  a s  a  s e n s u a l  a n d  c o s m o s - t r a v e l i n g  v o i c e  w a s  t r a d e m a r k e d  a s  a  b e a u t i f u l l y  c h a r m i n g  i n  h e r  s u c c e s s f u l  e l e c t r o n i c  d e m o  s e t  t i t l e d  “ O  S u p e r m a n ”  i n  1 9 8 1  a n d  h a s  b e e n  t r u m p e t h e d  a s  v e r y  p o w e r f u l  s i n g e r  s i n c e .  S t r a n g e  A n g e l s  i s  h e r  f i r s t  p o s t - p o p  a l b u m  t o  c o m e .  I n t h e  s e n s e  t h a t  i t  e x p l o r e s  a d d i c t i v e  m u s i c a l  t e c h n i q u e s  w h i c h  s t r i t c h e d  t o  t h e  n e w  m e n s e s  o f  a m e r i c a n  m u s i c  a n d  f o n d  s t y l i s t i c  e x h i l a r a t i o n  i n  a n a c t i v e l y  b i s c h e r i z e d  w o r l d  w i t h  r e s t r a n t  r e a l i s m .  I n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t  i t  s k e e p s  a  t e n t i o n  a t  t h e  m i s s i v e  n o t e  s o l f a n t i s m  i n  t h e  e x p l o r i n g  o f  m a n y  c o n f l i c t s  a s  f a c e d  b y  m a n  i n  t h e  2 0 t h  c e n t u r y  a s  t h e  p o s s i b l e  m e s s a g e  o f  a b i s s i n i t y  f o u n d  i n  “ F a s h i o n  W e e k ”  m o d e l s .  S t r a n g e  A n g e l s  i s  t h e  f i n a l  j o i n t  a m o n g  s o m e  t h e m a t i c s  t h a t  m a k e  S t e v e  J o l l e s  a  h i t w a y  f o r o n e  h a s  a d m i r e d  s i n c e  h e  w a s  a  n i n f a n t .  T h e  a l b u m  s e e m s  t o  p r o v i d e  f o r  a l l  t h e  f i n a n c e s  o f  f u s i o n  s o  a s  t o  w h e r e  o n e  m a y  g o  f u n k y  b r o a d e n  t h e  d i s t r a c t i o n  s t r a t e g i e s  t h a t  m a k e  a s w e e t e n i n g  o f  t h e  m u s i c a l  f a d e  o f  a f e a s i b l e  s o f t - s e n s e  o f  d o w n t o u n k e n  c o u s i n s .  O n  t h e  f i r s t  s e e m s  t o  b e  t h e  p o i n t  o f  t h e  c a b i n e t  s y s t e m  b u i l d e r  t h a t  h a s  h o u s e d  t h e  a l b u m  a t  a  b r i d g e  o f  t h e  d e d i c a t e d  s t y l e s  a d d e d  t o  t h e  m u s i c a l  v e r s i e s  i m p r o v e s  a n d  t e m p e r s  t h e  m u s i c a l  m a s s e s  w i t h  s o m e  n e w  v i e w s  o f  t h e  m u s i c a l  r e a l i t y .  I n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t  i t  e x p l o r e s  t h e  w o r l d  o f  t h e  t a l e n t e d  s t y l i s t s  w h o  h a v e  s o m e t h i n g  t o s a i d  f o r  a l l  t h e  t i m e s .  S t r a n g e  A n g e l s  i s  w e l l  w r i t t e n  a n d  s a t i s f y i n g  i n  i t s  e n t i r e r a n g e  o f  m o d e l s  a s  w e l l  a s  i n  i t s  e f f e c t .  S t r a n g e  A n g e l s  i s  a  h a s h  o f  t h e  e n t i r e  m u s i c a l  e x p e r i e n c e  a s  t h e  b i o l o g i c a l  h u m a n  s p e c i e s  w i t h  t h e  e n t i r e  s p e c i e s  o f  h u m a n  s p e c i e s  w a n t  t o  s e e  i n  t h e  n e w  m e n s e s  o f  a m e r i c a n  m u s i c  a n d  f o n d  s t y l i s t i c  e x h i l a r a t i o n  i n  a n a c t i v e l y  b i s c h e r i z e d  w o r l d  w i t h  r e s t r a n t  r e a l i s m .
Dramashop delivers hyperbolic Cloud Nine

Cloud Nine

Written by Cary Churchill.
Directed by Jayme Koszyn.
Presented by MIT Dramashop.

I n CLOUD NINE, by radical British playwright Caryn Churchill, Dramashop has produced a psychologically provocative performance. The play investigates sexual and class repression but is far from being a polemic or tract. The play makes it clear that sex and gender are not just matters of biology or social constructs but are deeply interwoven with the individual's psyche.

Cloud Nine is seen as the epitome of a repressive society, where all the forces of sanity and morality are in full effect. Beneath the surface acknowledgment of these values seethes a sea of distrust and suppressed passion. The head of the family, after boggling a few substantial paragraphs, puts his head in a skirt of a local widow; his son and wife both love the heroic explorer, who himself casually dismisses the time before tea with the servant boy in the barn.

The scenarion is a kind of burlesque cartoon version of the British Empire.

The cast play to match. Clive (Shadock Anaiu '92), the bullying head of the family, was overwhelming and loud. Betty (Peter J. Pernice '90), his wife, was particularly maniac, straining and switching with the energy of someone forced to sit all day and "wait for men." The two handled their exchanges together well, the one heavy, the other brittle: "Were you all right today, dear? No hysteria, no fainting?" "Yes, thank you, I was having a bit of fun..."

The finest performance was given by Michelle J. Perry '91: the little boy, Edward, who "finds it very hard to be a man should be," preferring dolls to the soldierly pursuit of his father encourages him in. Perry used the surreptitious side- ways glances of the child to good effect in her scenes with Craig White '93, playing Harry the explorer, whose bed Edward longs to run to.

The production as a whole showed signs of good direction. Jayme Koszyn kept pace and precision throughout the action, which is sometimes farcical. One of the finest pieces of business was the slow reveal that Clive makes from Harry. This occurs after his hymn to the joys of "friendship between men" has been mis- taken as a paean to homosexuality where, using a succession of chairs, big and little, like those of the three bears, he erects bar- ricades between them. The major draw- back of the direction was that it was left too little to be picked up by the audience on their own, preferring to draw attention to all the原料 and hypocrisy in exaggerated expressions or tones of voice.

The setting, a large tent-like building, is a version of the old society that has collapsed, but the charac- ters still entrap themselves in stereotypical behavior. Betty, the wife, raccoon-like, now played by Joanna L. Koff '92. She proves to be as in some ways as much a man as character of all, rediscovering the self that was so long suppressed in service to hus- band, queen and empire.

Jayme Koszyn discusses sex and breaking boxes in Cloud Nine

JAYME KOSZYN

An interview with the director of MIT Dramashop's production of Cloud Nine.

By AARON MCHENRY

C loud Nine is directed by Jayme Koszyn, who works locally in Boston and has worked in Washington, DC, and in New York City. She is currently employed as a Literary Associate at the Huntington Theater Company, responsible for the research and written materials provided to artists working at the theater.

Who is Caryn Churchill, the author of Cloud Nine?

She's considered one of the foremost women playwrights in Britain. One of the most interesting things is the way she works, and the way in which Cloud Nine was created. She helped found, or is one of the leaders of, a theater company called the Joint Stock Company. The way that the company works is that they come up with an idea that they find fascinating, and then the actors will go out into the community and work in the world of that idea that Caryn Churchill is dealing with. All the actors' material and for a period of time the structure the play, shapes it, and then writes the play. For Cloud Nine, the Joint Stock Company, Churchill, and the director, they decided to explore the ideas — especially personal and subjective ideas — that the actors had about sex, gender, and the relationship between sexual oppression and colonial oppression.

Can you describe the characters a little? It seems it's a very character oriented play.

It's a very political play. And it's a very personal play. The play has very many yearning, burning characters. Every single one of them is in bad shape. The reason they're in bad shape is that there is the tension between a kind of lust that everyone operates in, a way that everyone is supposed to do it. You're "the man," you're "the child," you're "the wife," you're "the master," you're "the slave," and everyone tries to you're "straight," and everyone tries to...

Evidently it was something in the play's theme that Churchill found interesting. She was interested in the idea of putting these people in boxes in the strongest societal roles. What Churchill has done is put these people in boxes in the strongest societal roles. The reason you're "straight," and everyone tries to...

IT IS A HOT SUMMER NIGHT in the South, and the electricity of the approach- ing storm is like the tangible presence of the anxious family. Everyone is gathered to celebrate Big Daddy's 60th birthday, and the mood is especially high because of the latest report from the doctor of his im- proved health. The family's true emotions are hidden just below the surface, like the rumbles of a thunderstorm in the distance... Katleen Turner stars as the temperam- ental Maggie, and Daniel Hugh Kelly plays her suitor, alcoholic husband Brick, in the reproduction of Tennessee Williams' Cat on a Hot Tin Roof currently at the Shubert Theatre. The performance is carried by Big Daddy (Charles Durning), Big Mama (Polly Holliday) and Maggie. Durning adeptly fills the role of Big Daddy — a man whose family is greedily anticipating his death from cancer. Big Daddy's booming voice and frank speech emphasize his intolerance toward his greedy son, Gooper (Ray Gill), and Gooper's wife Mae (Debra Jo Rupp), who are waiting to obtain his wealth. However, Maggie's (played, as Flo on Alcide) is strong as Big Mama, a bus- sifing buxom who has cheerfully submit- ted to the rules of society for her whole life. She won't admit that certain members of her family are the ones who love each other. She maintains her facade of cheery and ignorant contentment while the world comes to an end, while the last act...

D катал on a Hot Tin Roof cast do justice to Williams

CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF

Written by Tennessee Williams.
Directed by Howard Davies.
Starring Kathleen Turner, Charles Durning, Polly Holliday, and Daniel Hugh Kelly.
At the Shubert Theatre through Feb. 25.

By ANDREA LAMBERTI

The Tech Performing Arts Series presents...
French & Japanese exhibits reveal societal influences

WHEN THE EIFFEL TOWER WAS NEW: FRENCH VISIONS OF PROGRESS AT THE CENTENNIAL OF THE REvolution

At the MIT Museum. Continue through Feb. 25. Tuesday-Saturday 10-5 and Sunday 12-4.

AGAINST NATURE: JAPANESE ART IN THE EIGHTIES


KATHLEEN TURNER BRISTLES AS MAGGIE WILLIAMS' CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF

(Continued from page 12)

Big Daddy really does have cancer. Then her tears flow and she no longer treats her sons equally, showing bias toward Brick.

Brick is unashamedly loved by all except his brother Cooper, Mae, and their five “no-seeker monster” children. Kelly’s restrained as an active contributor to Brick’s aloofness and affected indifference to his family and their “mantra” of joy and nous is successful as the whining in-laws who continually refer to Brick’s alcoholism and Maggie’s lack of children.

Maggie says in the first act that she is skittish as a cat on a hot tin roof, nervous and wound up because Brick refuses to sleep with her. Turner bristles in her role, and is well-suited for the feisty Maggie.

Her best acting is done in the first act, when the stage is primarily devoted to her. Turner’s performance does not outshine that of the other players, though; and Brick. Turner’s performance does not outshine that of the other players, though; and Brick. Turner’s performance does not outshine that of the other players, though; and Brick. Turner’s performance does not outshine that of the other players, though; and Brick. Turner’s performance does not outshine that of the other players. This is giddy excitement in the French art of the period, like what a child feels at Christmas. Posters loudly proclaim the virtues of the Bicycle, the motion picture, and Benz, usually with the aid of scientifically clad women. Individualism and diversity are simultaneously promoted. One advertisement for Peugeot Bicycles shows a broad cross-section of people (all men) avidly reading an announcement of success in a cross-country race. French art of 1890 glorifies reality, and makes only half-hearted attempts to examine life critically. Of course, we are focused precisely on “visions of progress,” and yet there is still a peculiar incongruity about the show. Gas heating and lighting is portrayed as clean and elegant, although an ad for a Toledo gas regulator shows gas as through its depiction of an exploding, non-regulated lamp, that gas could be dangerous as well. However, the use of a beautiful woman in a sheer floral dress to point out the regulator certainly does not draw on gas as a mechanism of nature. Machines were frequently portrayed alongside women, to make them softer and less threatening.

The children’s abrupt entrances on stage are simultaneously promoted. One advertisement for Peugeot bicycles shows a broad cross-section of people (all men) avidly reading an announcement of success in a cross-country race. French art of 1890 glorifies reality, and makes only half-hearted attempts to examine life critically. Of course, we are focused precisely on “visions of progress,” and yet there is still a peculiar incongruity about the show. Gas heating and lighting is portrayed as clean and elegant, although an ad for a Toledo gas regulator shows gas as through its depiction of an exploding, non-regulated lamp, that gas could be dangerous as well. However, the use of a beautiful woman in a sheer floral dress to point out the regulator certainly does not draw on gas as a mechanism of nature. Machines were frequently portrayed alongside women, to make them softer and less threatening.

SHORTO OHTAKE BUILDS GIANT WALL DISPLAYS OF LAQUERED WOOD, WITH PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE EXHIBITION AT THE POSTERS, PRINTS, AND PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE EXHIBITION AT THE...
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

PEER INTO THE

FUTURE

FEBRUARY 21, 1990

HYATT REGENCY
CAMBRIDGE
3 p.m. to 9 p.m.
box of all, Victorian England and the struggle and central conflict of the play is between the true selves of these people, trying to break through the box that struggle is very violent in some respects. You have the son, Edward, who wants to be a girl, and is actually played by a girl, constantly fighting trying to be a good little master's son and wanting to make love to Uncle Harry. Betty, who is supposed to be a kind of canine creature for her husband and do everything he says and do everything her mother says, has unbelievably potent sexual passions. [There are only two people]. Maud, the mother of them all — who represents, I suppose, Queen Victoria — and Clive, the white, upperclass British male, whose true selves are their boxes. So, in a sense, they're the most frightening characters of all.

The way this translates into Act Two (where the setting changes to contemporary England) is that although society seems to be less box-like, the characters have traded one box for another. There is a gay relationship in Act Two, which there could never have been in Act One. Yet their relationship is so characterized by the principles of dominance and submission — just like a stereotypical heterosexual relationship, where one is playing the wife — that the boxes are operable within Chinese boxes, hopping from one to another. How much do you think these "boxes" are the creation of other people, their expectations, and how much do you think it's an attempt to achieve any self identity? I think that the gay couple mainly put into boxes by other box people. Clive actually says that boys aren't supposed to have feelings. But I think what happens is this (which is what is so scary about Act Two) that even when you no longer have a master-slave construct, even when you have Victoria and Line, who are completely different classes — not because they're women, but they're lovers, they traverse class lines and straight/homosexual lines — the boxes become internalized.

The way the box activities were initiated is you are put into the box by your parents. The theme of parents and children in this play is extremely significant. Not only the relationship between parents and children, but how children then duplicate their parents' boxes. ... It's especially a big theme in Act Two, because it's all about parents and children, and even met-societal parents and children. ... Once you get out of the box, life is very scary. What happens in Act One is that when people are behaving the way they're supposed to behave, everything is very funny and interesting and quirky and campy. But then as soon as people start revealing their true selves, things get darker. Facing the true self is no easy.

I think that the notion of the "cloud" — the reason that it's one title that it does — is that, at least in Victorian England, the structures of the box are very clear. It's a very bleak vision, even though the play is a comedy, and is very funny. In Act Two there's a sense of limbo, of this cloudiness — for example, no one knows how to characterize the role of women. Women have been trained now to have careers, and that they're not fulfilled and that they have to feel guilty if they stay at home and raise children. There's a sense of limbo, like "what's easier when you just followed your man where he moved, and you always did a certain thing and acted a certain way."

How has it been, working at MIT? What do you think is special about students, as opposed to professional actors? Directorially, it's completely different experience. The focus has to be different, because when I'm directing professional actors, who are (constantly) working on their craft, I depend a lot on the actors making their choices, and then working with their ideas. With students, it's more of a collaboration. I give more guidance than I would with a professional actor. What I love about working with students is that they have so much energy. They have so much enthusiasm. I think those two words are the key to a successful reheasal atmosphere.

(Aaron McPherson '89 served as IAP company arts coordinator for the MIT Office of the Arts, which arranged this interview.)

**Discuss Your Future With General Electric**

**CAREER FAIR**

**Who?**

Engineers: Electrical Mechanical Chemical Nuclear Aeronautical Computer

Scientists: Computer Science Mathematics Physics Chemistry

**What?**

Technical Managers will provide information on career opportunities within the General Electric Company in such fields as:

- Artificial Intelligence
- Expert Systems
- VLSI
- Robotics
- CAD/CAM
- Computer Graphics
- Semiconductors
- Microelectronics
- Plastics
- Metallurgy
- Ceramics
- Software Engineering
- Signal Processing
- Controls/Automation
- Aerospace Systems
- Medical Diagnostic Imaging Systems

Various career entry points from MIT to GE will be discussed. These include Development Programs as the:

- Edison Engineering Program
- Manufacturing Management Program
- Chemical-Metallurgical Management Program
- Software Technology Program
- Information Systems Management Program
- Research Technology Program

**When and Where?**

Wednesday, February 14 (7 - 9 p.m.)

Building 4

Room 163

**What else?**

Light refreshments and handouts.

The future is working at General Electric

An equal opportunity employer.

---

**Linguistic Systems, Inc.**

116 Bishop Allen Drive

Cambridge, MA 02139

Translations into your native language are needed for industrial literature. You will be well paid to prepare these translations on an occasional basis. Assignments are made according to your area of technical knowledge.

We are currently seeking translators for:

- Arabic
- Chinese
- Danish
- Dutch
- French
- German
- Greek
- Italian
- Japanese
- Korean
- Norwegian
- Polish
- Portuguese
- Romanian
- Spanish
- Swedish

and others.

Into-English translations from German and French. Many other languages also available.

Foreign language typists also needed. All this work can be done in your home.

Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New England's largest translation agency, located a block north of the Central Sq. subway.

For application and test translation call Ms. DePhillips 864-3900

---

**CHEMISTS, LIFE SCIENTISTS, CHEMICAL ENGINEERS**

...The World is Yours!

...El Mundo es Tuyo!

...Le Monde est À Vous!

...Die Welt ist Dein!

...世の中は君の!

...The Future is Working at General Electric

An equal opportunity employer.

---

**Do You Qualify for International?**

**CHEMISTS, LIFE SCIENTISTS, CHEMICAL ENGINEERS**

...The World is Yours!

...El Mundo es Tuyo!

...Le Monde est À Vous!

...Die Welt ist Dein!

...世の中は君の!

---

**Director discusses societal boxes in Churchill's Cloud Nine**

(Continued from page 12)
Would You Like to Add Anything?

There are opportunities to work with our teams in Applications, Systems, Networking, and Multimedia. If you are about to graduate with, or are working towards, a Bachelor's, Master's or PhD degree in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Math, Physics, or related technical degree, then we want to hear about your microcomputer programming experience, design skills, and/or exposure to managing projects.

Microsoft will be interviewing on campus for Software Design Engineers and Program Managers on:

February 28, 1990

See your Career Planning and Placement Office for more details.
Microsoft has the best summer intern program I've ever heard of. Interns get to work on real products and have real responsibility. In my four summers as an intern, I have gained invaluable real-world experience, things you can't learn in school. This summer I worked as a software developer for OS/2 Presentation Manager Excel, optimizing vital parts of the spreadsheet. In past summers, I wrote parts of Word, Mail, and internal tools. I've led meetings, worked with a Vice-President of another company, and yes, even talked to Bill Gates. You can get a summer job in a lot of places, but few can walk into an office or store, point at a top-ten product and say, 'I helped write that!'

George Hu
Software Design Intern
SB MIT (6-3) 1989

"As a Program Manager, I run my own show. I define the desired product, determine the needs of the developers, then work with marketing to distribute the product all over the world. I interact with major corporations, design documentation teams, courseware developers, and actually program to customize our product. I can't imagine having the freedom and impact I enjoy here being offered at other companies."

Bill Johnson
Program Manager
MIT BS (16) 1988

"MIT is intense—so is Microsoft. MIT taught me how to think—Microsoft taught me how to program.

There's always a lot of challenge; we create better products with fewer people than anyone else. That means we use only the best people. Nothing matches the ego rush of shipping a product that all the magazines talk about and people love, and that opportunity exists at Microsoft.

My position at Microsoft involves working with a number of projects, rather than being assigned to just one. My focus is on what I consider the essence of computer science to be; making the code better (faster, smaller and bug-free). Code is where the action is, and Microsoft let's me be at the heart of it."

Doug Klander
Software Design Engineer
MIT SB (6-3) 1981

"Working in Advanced Technology, I got to work on some very exciting projects that my manager chose specifically to match my interests in computers. I spent most of the summer working on a simulator that Microsoft will use for in-house decisions and to influence microprocessor design. I read papers and was kept informed on proprietary information about future microprocessors that Microsoft was exploring. I was even flown to SIGPLAN and had the opportunity to meet with prominent architects. I would have been bored with straight coding, so I'm glad my job involved so much thinking and learning."

Ellen Spertus
Software Design Intern
MIT (6-3) 1990
GRADUATE STUDENT and POSTDOCTORAL PARENTS
SUPPORT GROUP

A new support group is forming for graduate students and postdocs who have children. Meetings will offer an opportunity to exchange information and ideas about the unique issues facing students and postdoc parents.

For further information, or to register, contact either co-leader: Dawn Metcalf, Social Worker, Medical Department, Rm 223-344, 253-4911, or Rae Goodell, Coordinator of Parent Programs, Child Care Office, Rm 4-144, 253-5912.

Classes are starting now for the April exam. Don't miss out!

Prep Plus™
For the MCAT: The Best Medical Insurance

No one can guarantee your acceptance to medical school. We can guarantee you'll score your highest on the MCAT. Our unique Test Your Best™ guarantee is your insurance policy. If you're not completely satisfied with your MCAT score, we'll let you repeat the entire course at no charge!

We offer expert live instruction, innovative home study materials, unlimited review in our TEST-N-TAPES labs and lots of personal attention. That's why Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared more test takers, and produced more top MCAT scores, than everyone else combined!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Classes are starting now for the April exam. Don't miss out!

Call TODAY!
(617) 868-TEST

Your Future Begins at SRA.

Systems Research and Applications (SRA) Corporation applies advanced technological expertise to intelligent information systems, health systems, telecommunications, and command and control for public and private sector clients worldwide. A strong commitment to both technical and professional quality has helped SRA achieve global recognition.

Our dedication to our clients and employees creates an ideal environment for career development. At SRA, challenging opportunities await graduates who share our desire for growth and commitment to excellence. Let us open the door to your future. Positions are in the Northern Virginia area.

- Software Engineers
- Programmers
- Communication Engineers
- Artificial Intelligence Specialists

SRA offers a comprehensive range of benefits and employee welfare programs including paid vacation and holidays; health, dental, and disability coverage; 401K Plan; educational assistance; employee assistance program; paid life insurance; fitness programs; and paid parking.

We seek exceptionally talented, creative, team-oriented individuals who have a strong desire to succeed. There has never been a more exciting time to join SRA. Visit your Placement Office to sign up for ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS. Or send your resume to: Pamela Hansen, College Relations, SRA Corporation, Dept. UD, 2000 15th Street North, Arlington, VA 22201.

An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenship is required for most positions.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
FEB. 12, 1990

Mentor Graphics Corporation
SRA Corporation

Your ideas. Our experience.

INCREASE YOUR LEAD

When it comes to charting your career path, Mentor Graphics Corporation has some challenging designs for your future. Because we've changed the way the world designs.

As the recognized leader in Electronic Design Automation, our software tools lend the productivity of design automation to the entire product design cycle—a total integrated system. Our engineering teams work in a seamless design environment, from architectural design to prototype test. And we are continually opening windows to new opportunities for breakthrough achievements. At Mentor Graphics, we have a commitment to stay ahead of design automation technology. For you, that means being a frontrunner with us.

If you possess an MS or PhD in Computer Science, Computer Engineering or Electrical Engineering with a CS emphasis, come talk to us about joining our team:

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Monday and Friday
February 21 & 23

Company Presentation:
Wednesday, February 21
Room 4-149
1:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

Schedule your interview through Career Planning and Placement. If you cannot attend, please send your resume to: Professional Staffing, Mentor Graphics Corporation, Dept. C1000, 8500 SW Chilesides Plaza, Beaverton, OR 97005-7915.

With locations in Beaverton, Oregon and San Jose, California, Mentor Graphics is the world leader in the EDA industry. Our strength enables us to offer the best of benefits and the broadest of opportunities. We are an equal opportunity employer committed to affirmative action.
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sports

William Chu/The Tech

Susan Ward '92 keeps up the intensity in last night's game against Worcester Polytechnic Institute. MIT's victory over WPI was a close 54-44.

Upcoming Home Events

Friday, February 9

4:00: Wrestling v. WNEC
4:00: Squash v. Bowdoin
8:00: Squash v. Fordham

Saturday, February 10

1:00: Indoor Track v. Bowdoin & SMU
2:00: Men's Basketball v. Suffolk
TBA: Volleyball MIT Invitational
TBA: Fencing v. Penn & Hunter
TBA: Squash v. Wesleyan

Offer Expires: 2/28/90 MIT
Valid at Participating Stores Only

A Computer
Doesn't Have to be
Just a Fantasy!

The possibilities
are endless...

Save
up to $1500
on Macintosh
and IBM
Holiday
Bundles.

Beginning to get
the picture?

Uno To Go.

PIZZERIA UNO

IT COULD ONLY HAPPEN AT UNOS*

Allston- Copley Square-Kenmore Square-Harvard Square-Fenway Hall

DOUBLE DEAL

Purchase ANY TWO
regular size pizzas to go
Only *9.95

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

Purchase any size pizza
after 10:00 p.m. and receive the second of equal or lesser value

FREE

*Take-out only
One coupon per purchase
Not valid with any other offer
Cell ahead for take-out

offer Expires 2/28/90 MIT
Valid at Participating Stores Only

MIT Microcomputer Center
Stratton Student Center, W00-021
Weekdays 10am-4:30pm, x3-7886
Bankers Trust invites you to a Night Before Presentation on Monday, February 12, 1990 from 6:00 – 8:00 pm in Room 4-149.

Come meet with our representatives from Technology to find out more about “Merchant Banking—the Bankers Trust Way.”
RoboPuck
Six Appeal's
Fourth Annual
"6.270 Contest"

KENNEDY BISCUIT LOFTS
UNIVERSITY PARK AT MIT
129 FRANKLIN STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA
Luxury loft style living in spaciously renovated historic bakery. Studios, one, two, and three bedroom flats and duplexes with dens, walk-in closets, pantries, exposed beams and brick, on-site office. A short walk to MIT and Kendall Square. Parking available. Rents from $950 - $1,800. Under Moderate Income Program studio lofts from $750 to $875 available for applicants within certain income limits.
Walk over and visit our model and tour available apartments from 10-3 daily and on Sundays from 11-3. Look for our sign on Franklin Street (between Brookline and Sidney), or call us for more information.
INDEPENDENT-
\text{Equal Housing Opportunity} 
Financed by M. H. F. A.

Stephen Sondheim's
A Little Night Music
-\text{May 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10}
Sala de Puerto Rico
8:00 p.m.

Call 253-6294 for info and reservations.
"There's no such thing as a free lunch..."

...but that doesn't include dessert!

And if you come to our Open House tomorrow at 3 pm, you'll see just what we mean. With mountains of Toscanini's ice cream, truckloads of Chinese pastries, and Tech staffers hungry for your kind of talent:

We have openings in all departments, including:

- News
- Photography
- Arts
- Sports
- Production
- Opinion

If you've worked on a newspaper before, we would love to meet you. If you haven't, we would love to help you learn. No matter what, though, we'll be happy to feed you.

So come and see MIT's oldest student activity tomorrow, or any Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, or Thursday night of the term, in room 483 of the Student Center. For more information, call us at 253-1541.